
Get year-round productivity
from your ZTRs.

Adding Meyer® Path Pro™ snowplows to your ZTRs will turn your mowers 

into year-round money makers. Backed with the industry’s only five-year 

warranty, Meyer Path Pros are built to take a beating. And because Path 

Pros are made by the leader in commercial snowplows, you know they are 

designed specifically for faster and better snow removal. Path Pro mounts 

are custom-made for leading ZTRs and moldboards are available in 50", 

60" and 72" lengths. 
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The Meyer mounting kit 
makes it easy to add a 
Path Pro to most ZTRs. 
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Tough As Nails, Backed With  
The Best Warranty In the Industry

When you are used to making 800 pound snowplows for  
full-sized work trucks, you tend to build things that can  
take a beating. And the Path Pro really shows its DNA.

Heavy duty twin channel 
tubular push frame

Highway style pivot 
bar & push frame

Two heavy duty 
adjustable trip 
springs

Easy access grease points. 
Easily accessible grease points 
at high-wear areas

DURA-SLICK™ Paint System Automotive 
style paint with Teflon® for durability  
and better snow-rolling action

Reversible cutting edge 
extends usable life

Register online to extend  
standard 2-year warranty to  
5 years on all structural steel.

*Tire chains/front center weights may be required for some ZTR models or applications.

Unique Highway Plow Design

The Meyer Path Pro is a commercial-grade,  
full-trip plow available in 50", 60" or  
72" widths. Its 65˚ attack angle scrapes  
the surface more cleanly than standard  
straight blades. The highway-plow  
inspired flared wings scoop and funnel  
the snow faster and throws it farther  
than competitive blades.
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Fits the biggest names in ZTR mowers*Self-Angling
Path Pro comes with automatic self-angling. 
It works by sensing which side of the plow is 
gathering the most snow, then automatically 
angles the blade in that direction.

Loc-n-Go System
If you prefer, you can lock 
the plow in one of five  
different positions using 
the Loc-n-Go system.

Patented Self-Angling or Loc-n-Go… 
The Choice Is Yours

Raise and Lower 
With Ease
Use the existing ZTR mower  
deck foot pedal to raise and  
lower the Path Pro.
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